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ENGLISH – INDONESIAN - ARABIC CODE SWITCHING 

USED IN “JAVA HEAT “MOVIE 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Code switching is the practice of alternating between two or more 

languages or varieties of languages in conversation. Code switching is also often 

applied on conversation in movie a lot of movies use code switching in their 

dialogue; for example Java Heat.  The researcher concerned in discussing code 

switching. This study aimed to find out the types of code switching and the factor 

affecting of the using characters in “Java Heat” movie.   

In this research, the researcher used descriptive qualitative research. The 

object was Java Heat movie. The data were analyzed by referring to related 

theoretical framework. To support the necessary data, the researcher uses human 

as instrument and document analysis as a technique. The data collecting of this 

research, the researcher involves two steps to gain the data. First, concerning to 

find the types of code switching, are explained below; watching and listening the 

dialogue, writing down of utterance containing code switching, comparing with 

subtitle source, qualification. Second, to analyze the factors affecting of code 

switching that occurs in characters in Java Heat movie.  

The results showed that there are six types of code switching and eight 

affecting factors the characters applied in their conversation. The types of code 

switching are eight intra-sential switches, twenty-two of inter-sential switches, 

seven establishing continuity, eight emblematic switching, ten intra-lexical code 

switching, one of involving a change of pronunciation, and the most dominant 

type is inter-sential switches. The  affecting factors are six-teen talking about 

particular topic, four interjection, four express group identity, one being 

emphatic, three repetition used clarification, six soften or strengthen request or 

command, four real lexical need, and one exclude people in limited audience, and 

the most dominant affecting factor is talking about particular topic. 

  

Key words: Code switching, types of code switching, factors of code switching, 

Java Heat movie 
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